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A series of quick tips to help you improve your photography and
inspire you to new results.
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BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY
Note that the following information is generalised in nature
due to the many different cameras available and situations
to shoot.

“BUGGER, I MISSED IT!”
Our feathered friends can be one of the most frustrating
photographic subjects. On a given trip, I often make the
above statement more than once. However, here is your first
key tip to successful bird photography - keep at it! Its a form
of photography that requires such patience.
Let us start with equipment and then look at the other facets
that make this form of photography such a rewarding pasttime. Most of the time...
A lot of camera gear will allow you to shoot great bird
images today. Knowing your subject and a telephoto lens
is essential. Check out the two kits on the right. One is with
Nikon’s D850 body and large 180-400mm lens. The other is
a Lumix G9 with a 100-400mm lens.
Why the difference?
The Nikon needs to resolve 47MP of 35mm sensor information
- this means a lot of glass and a heavy lens! The Lumix is a
smaller sensor and fewer MegaPixels - so less glass. Why
have I sold my big old lenses and gone to the much smaller
and lighter Lumix?
That’s it - smaller and lighter! Because the sensor is half
the size of the 35mm Nikon, the 100-400mm lens is a 200800mm lens. This offers a compromise to the larger and
heavier camera gear. Is it as good? Read on...
PRO’S
NIKON: Stunning detail
Fast & effective focus
Lots of information

CON’S
Heavyweight
Heavyweight
Heavyweight

Weight as shown - about 5kg at the cost of about AU$20,000.
LUMIX: Very good detail
Fast/effective focus
Lightweight

However, low MP count
As quick as the Nikon?
Less information at 20MP

Weight as shown - about 1.5kg at the cost of about AU$4,500.
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Most example images in this feature were shot with the Lumix G9
while on tour in Tanzania and Botswana in February/March 2019.

WHERE ARE THE BIRDS?
Knowing where and when to find birds is essential. From
your local lakes and ponds to the Pantanal in Brazil, if
you do not visit at the right time of year and even the time
of day, you are not going to improve your photography
interests.
Kakadu is stunning for birds species most of the year.
However, it is the drier periods from May to October that
offer the best congregations and diversity of species. In the
wet season, some species hang around but many of the
birds are spread out over a much larger area due to the
extra water. So, harder to get or find. My suggestion is to
target the congregations, at the right time, thus helping you
to increase your photographic chances!
Near my place at Hervey Bay, we have a couple of
outstanding Osprey families. They allow you to approach
them and shoot them on branches, catching fish and eating
the fish. This is a rare opportunity and one that Frazer has
been using to hone his photography skills with birds. He
visits them regularly and spends hours waiting (hoping)
for that unique opportunity. He has some stunning Osprey
images!
I remember as a young photographer spending hours and
days to get such opportunities myself. I won some and lost
a few. The critical point is that I learnt from my mistakes
and put in the time to target key bird opportunities. Today,
I find I have a very high success rate, without spending
an excessive amount of time in the field. This is due to
experience, equipment and opportunity.
Check out the image right. I had never seen the Southern
Red Bishop until the recent Botswana tour. The size of
a sparrow, we had to ease our way into the location to
optimised our success for the whole group. This was in a
boat that was tough to get in the right place and hold due to
the wind. Missed it the first time, but not the second.
NOTE - The ability to increase our ISO has made an
enormous difference to bird photography (and photography
in general). With the ability to take photographs at any
time of the day, the option is there to be out in the field
for extended periods observing subjects and trying new
techniques. If you are prepared to put in the time and effort,
you’re bound to come out with some fantastic results.
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BUT WAIT...
If you know a bird has a favourite landing location, then you
have a top chance to capture it. We often do this on tour when
birds are involved. It is funny to sit for several minutes in a
pop-top 4WD, everyone waiting for that split second of the
action. The bird takes off! You hear a mix of excitement and
profanities. This is bird photography.

All of these example images were shot with the Lumix G9,
100-400mm lens, Aperture Priority 800ISO f6.3 for a shutter
speed of at least 1/2000th of a second, continuous focusing
and handheld.
The key here is the ISO set to help achieve a fast shutter
speed. Keen to get that bird sharp? Then good optics,
excellent skills and a fast shutter speed = success! Well,
you will increase your chances... LOL
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DOING SOMETHING...
It is too easy today to shoot a good bird image. So while I
recommend getting the ‘straight shot’ so that you at least
have a record image, I highly recommend that you get the
bird doing something. Anything will work as it will create a
better story than a simple sitting bird. Top tip, after getting
your story image, lock on the bird and wait. And wait. And at
times - wait. The person who can do that and pre-empt the
action will shoot the winning image. Plus, allow for some
space for the bird to move into and be prepared to crop.

All of the examples above have a great story to tell, beyond
a pretty bird. The two on the left have food. The top right is
exploding into flight and the Jacana is in a great pose.
I love both versions of the Black-shouldered Kite below in
Tanzania. Technically the shot flying is more difficult, but is it
better for a book? This will come down to use in the book and
then personal preference. I leave this choice to you...
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PROCESSING...
Good processing techniques can make a big difference
to your bird photography. Above I used Lightroom (not
Photoshop) to remove annoying branches.
Do I “change” my bird images. Only if I want to have fun and
“make” an illustrative image. Is it still a photo? Changing an
image has a place, but if entering competitions, be careful that
you do not enter outside the boundaries of the competition.
The image starting top right were shot at night using a 400mm
(800mm) Aperture Priority f6.3 at 3200ISO at only 1/100th of
a second, handheld. Nice and sharp, but for my small sensor,
noisy. Who cares, it is still an image that I would use in a
book. It is shot using torchlight.
The middle image is of a very uncommon paradise bird.
Super hard to get and for us, a long way off. So as to give
the image more body/power, I turned it into an illustration (of
the bird) and copied an image a few seconds later into the
original sitting in the tree. Photoshop allowed me to make a
new image. Yes, it is the same bird, just after takeoff.

The two images below are the same. Even though I was at
my maximum 400mm (800mm) focal length, I still needed a
bit more. Cropping is the answer. While it starts to limit the
final image use, it’s better to be able to use the image than not
at all. This file size would easily print half a page in a book.
This is a key point, how much information do you need? If you
want to have your lovely bird image printed on the front cover
of Australian Photography Magazine, it only needs to be 5MP.
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I started photographing birds 40 years ago on Norfolk Island.
As a lover of nature, I was drawn to birds as a kid and
photography became a creative outlet years later. I have
continued to enjoy photographing birds in environments from
Antarctica to the Arctic and lots of places in-between.
Have I made ‘lots of money’ from bird photography - YES &
NO. I have had lots of bird images published since 1983 and
sold images regularly with my photo art line on canvas. More
importantly, I have had lots of life experiences and enjoyment
with/because of birds.
DIFFERENT THINKING
I love to use a wide angle lens for birds if possible. It is not
common, but when possible, offers a very cool result. This
Galapagos Oystercatcher (below) was very approachable.
Even so, I remained very still and tried my best not to upset
the bird. This is a key if shooting nesting birds and some
rare birds, consider them, before your photo interests. I used
a 24mm focal length a couple of shots and then moved out.

DARRAN’s BIRDING TIPS - ONE BY ONE...
1. Have a camera kit that is biased to action and includes a
long telephoto lens.
2. Know your subject — study and research via books and
the web. However, nothing beats field experience.
3. Work out how you will approach the opportunity.
Understand that all living things have a personal zone and
that if you get too close, it will fly or run away.
4. Before you are approaching to shoot, make sure that your
base settings are ready. Especially consider fast movement.
For this reason, I will often increase my ISO to offer a fast
shutter speed. 1/1000th of a second is often the minimum
I prefer for sharp results, with around 1/2000th of a second
ideal. If I need to set 1600ISO to achieve that, so be it.
5. Have a plan for approaching your subject. If you try to walk
straight up to it, you will fail 99% of the time. If you make
sudden sharp movements, you will fail 98% of the time. An
indirect line is often best and your body either at the same
level or lower than the bird. Don’t snap your camera up to
shoot. Have it up near your eye ready, as you walk.
6. Chose the right number of focus points to do the job. I use
5 points for targeted accuracy. I use more for flying birds. Your
camera will perform better with around 9-25 focus points for
flying birds.
7. On most occasions, I use Continuous Focusing as it allows
me to track a subject (half-pressed shutter release) and
capture the result by pressing the button fully down once I feel
it is large enough in the viewfinder, or it’s actions are worth
recording. I crop later to suit the desired result.
8. Enjoy the moment. I get just as big a buzz out of missing a
shot as I do capturing. Did I just say that... LOL
More of these tips will be added from time to time. Please
check our website. Another great option is to download my
eBook - it’s FREE and loaded with more than 100 pages of
information to help you shoot great images. It is fantastic on
your phone as a quick reference or motivational guide.
Enjoy...
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In April 2019 we enjoyed a special bird experience in Argentina
- hummingbirds. I love to shoot these tiny fast birds. They are
so nimble and seem hard to shoot. In fact, the techniques
are easy - Aperture Priority or Shutter Priority, ideally aim for
at least 1/1000th of a second and have a target point like a
flower to shoot. Feeders are often used. A challenge yes, but
the results are so satisfying. I have helped beginners to get
the same results that you see on these pages.
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HOW DO YOU LIKE TO PHOTOGRAPH BIRDS DARRAN?
I often use luck by walking around a great location that is attracting birds. Any where there is food like flowers, insects etc, birds
will be found. BUT I also create that luck. I walk through camping grounds with gear ready as I know that birds are used to
people, so they are more approachable. I target key birding locations like lakes, headlands and places like Kakadu. I listen and
learn and above all, my camera and settings are ready for any given bird adventure. Passion and experience will then allow me
to photograph and experience things that no one else has ever before. Because it is a moment in time and that bird will never
do that exact same thing again. Too cool...
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